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iOgrapher is a combo iPad carrying case and mount for pro
video recording

This entry was posted on March 28, 2013 by ewilkinson.
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Whether you're the next great director or just an avid home videographer, a new iPad

accessory will make your movie making a lot easier without the need for pro

equipment. With a recently launched Kickstarter campaign, iOgrapher is a combination

iPad carrying case and mount that turns your iPad mini into a sort of pro video camera.

Branded as the "first all purpose film making case for the iPad Mini," the iOgrapher is a

tough, high-grade plastic case for iPad mini equipped with side handles for smooth

video recording.

Like most good inventions, this ingenious iPad accessory was designed as a rel-world

solution to an everyday problem faced by the inventor. As a high school media-arts

teacher, iOgrapher creator Dave Basulto found there was room for improvement in the

shaky videos his students shot on iPad.

The problem wasn't really about the device itself. As Mashable notes, with its 1080p

video recording quality th iPad mini is a pretty good video tool and could "serve students

well as a shooting, editing and even a distribution device."

But getting a stable hand is tricky with the iPad mini, so Basulto went to work on a

mount-style case that could capitalize on the iPad's video capabilities.

The iOgrapher is designed so that you can mount it on a tripod, monopod, or portable

dolly for even more professional looking video. It can be fitted with different, separately

sold lenses, like fisheye, wide angle, macro, and close-up.

And, if you want cinematic sound quality, this iPad carrying case with handles also

sports three accessories "shoes" at the top for attaching lightning audio gear.

The concept is so well thought out and has such useful application that Basulto's already

started working on prototypes for other Apple devices as well. He's also got video-centric

accessories for iPhone 4S, iPhone 5 and iPad 2 in the works.

But, with the iPad mini's easy portability and ideal preview-sized screen, we're hedging
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our bets that the original model of this nifty new iPad carrying case will be most would-

be directors' top choice.
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